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Risk Management

Risk
Risk change 
in FY 2016 Description and impact Mitigation FY 2016 risk developments and management KPIs

Director/
Committee
responsibility Read more

External risks

Rough diamond 
prices

Long term

The Company’s financial performance is 
closely linked to rough diamond prices 
which are influenced by numerous factors 
beyond the Company’s control, including 
international economic conditions, world 
production levels and consumer trends. 

Whilst the medium to long-term 
fundamentals of the diamond market 
remain positive, some volatility in rough 
diamond pricing is expected, particularly 
in the short term.

Petra maintains regular dialogue with its 
client base in order to assess the overall 
health of the rough diamond market and 
the Group’s management closely monitors 
developments across the pipeline, from 
the rough market to the retail consumer 
market, to be in a position to react in 
a timely manner to changes in rough 
diamond prices and demand.

FY 2016 saw further market volatility with rough diamond pricing 
achieved by Petra in H1 FY 2016 down circa 9% on FY 2015. However, 
actions taken by the major diamond producers served to stabilise the 
market, with pricing recovering circa 3% in H2 FY 2016. The Company 
continued to sell all of its production at each tender and did not 
withhold goods from sale.

Generic marketing from the DPA is expected to help support 
the diamond market demand fundamentals in years to come.

Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors

Our market – 
pages 18 to 21

Case study on 
the DPA 
– page 13

Currency

Long term

With Petra’s operations mainly in 
South Africa, but diamond sales based in 
US Dollars, the volatility and movement 
in the Rand is a significant factor to 
the Group. Also, the Group undertakes 
transactions in a number of different 
currencies. Fluctuations in these currencies 
may have a significant impact on the 
Group’s performance.

The Group continually monitors the 
movement of the Rand against the 
Dollar and takes expert advice from its 
bankers in this regard. It is the Group’s 
policy to hedge a portion of future 
diamond sales when weakness in the 
Rand indicates it appropriate. Such 
contracts are generally short term 
in nature. 

Significant ZAR/US$ volatility resulted in active currency management, 
including hedging activities, being particularly important to address 
exchange rate risks. The Company took advice from two specialist 
banks with regards to its exchange rate strategy. 

The unprecedented depreciation of the Rand witnessed during FY 2016 
led to US$20.7 million realised losses on FX contracts. However, the 
resultant positive impact of the weaker Rand on cash inflows to 
South Africa from diamond sales to cover operational and capital 
expenditure more than off-set these realised hedging losses when 
measured against the budgeted USD:ZAR rate.

The potential downgrade of South Africa’s risk rating to ‘junk status’ 
could lead to further currency volatility and the situation is being 
monitored by management.

Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors

Financial Review 
– pages 26 to 29

Note 8 to 
the Financial 
Statements 
– page 115

Country 
and political

Long term

 

Petra’s operations are predominantly 
based in South Africa, with lesser exposure 
to Tanzania and Botswana. Emerging 
market economies are generally subject 
to greater risks, including legal, regulatory, 
tax, economic and political risks, and are 
potentially subject to rapid change. 

The Petra team is highly experienced at 
operating in Africa. Petra routinely monitors 
political and regulatory developments 
in its countries of operation at both 
regional and local level. The Company 
keeps abreast of all key legal and 
regulatory developments.

In South Africa, high profile political activity may impact on the mining 
industry, including proposed changes to the Mining Charter. Petra is a 
member of the Chamber of Mines and can thereby actively provide 
feedback on regulatory processes via this lobby group.

Increased pressures from host communities in South Africa were noted 
during the Year, mainly related to the delivery of public services. In 
Kimberley, a rapid increase of instances of illegal mining by artisanal 
miners was witnessed. These matters are being managed as part 
of Petra’s stakeholder engagement processes.

In Tanzania, a new president, John Magufuli, was elected further to the 
country’s general election in October 2015, and this is considered to 
have had a favourable impact on the investment climate for the country.

Production; 
Local 
employment; 
CSI expenditure

Executive 
Directors;  
HSSE 
Committee

Community 
Engagement 
– page 50

Access to energy

Long term

 

South Africa and Tanzania both face 
power supply constraints, but the issue 
is more acute in South Africa where the 
challenges facing the state electricity 
provider, Eskom, have been well publicised. 
Eskom’s approach is to consult with industry 
before implementing load curtailment, 
with advanced notice giving customers 
time to react appropriately. Eskom 
energy saving requirements are staged 
from 1 to 4 according to their severity. 

Managing energy usage is an operational 
necessity, given the benefits to the 
operations of managed and optimised 
power planning and usage (especially 
while load shedding is a risk in South 
Africa), an environmental prerogative 
in order to combat climate change, as 
well as a financial objective, given rising 
electricity prices. Petra therefore aims to 
reduce energy consumption and increase 
energy efficiency wherever possible.

The power supply constraints experienced in South Africa in FY 2015 
improved in FY 2016, with only limited requests from Eskom for load 
curtailment. The Company is also now better able to manage the 
disruption of such requests due to having back-up generator capacity 
at all the South Africa operations, which can cater for a 10% load 
reduction if required. 

In Tanzania, the Company has back up power which can supply 100% of 
the mine’s requirements in the event of an outage. There was therefore 
no material impact on production due to energy constraints in FY 2016.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability; 
Energy usage; 
Carbon 
emissions

Executive 
Directors;  
HSSE 
Committee

Environmental 
Management 
– page 49

Identifying, managing and mitigating risk
Risk management is the overall responsibility of the Board at Petra, but the Board Committees also play important roles 
in terms of the identification, management and ongoing mitigation of risks within their realm of responsibilities.
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Risk change 
in FY 2016 Description and impact Mitigation FY 2016 risk developments and management KPIs

Director/
Committee
responsibility Read more

External risks

Rough diamond 
prices

Long term

The Company’s financial performance is 
closely linked to rough diamond prices 
which are influenced by numerous factors 
beyond the Company’s control, including 
international economic conditions, world 
production levels and consumer trends. 

Whilst the medium to long-term 
fundamentals of the diamond market 
remain positive, some volatility in rough 
diamond pricing is expected, particularly 
in the short term.

Petra maintains regular dialogue with its 
client base in order to assess the overall 
health of the rough diamond market and 
the Group’s management closely monitors 
developments across the pipeline, from 
the rough market to the retail consumer 
market, to be in a position to react in 
a timely manner to changes in rough 
diamond prices and demand.

FY 2016 saw further market volatility with rough diamond pricing 
achieved by Petra in H1 FY 2016 down circa 9% on FY 2015. However, 
actions taken by the major diamond producers served to stabilise the 
market, with pricing recovering circa 3% in H2 FY 2016. The Company 
continued to sell all of its production at each tender and did not 
withhold goods from sale.

Generic marketing from the DPA is expected to help support 
the diamond market demand fundamentals in years to come.

Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors

Our market – 
pages 18 to 21

Case study on 
the DPA 
– page 13

Currency

Long term

With Petra’s operations mainly in 
South Africa, but diamond sales based in 
US Dollars, the volatility and movement 
in the Rand is a significant factor to 
the Group. Also, the Group undertakes 
transactions in a number of different 
currencies. Fluctuations in these currencies 
may have a significant impact on the 
Group’s performance.

The Group continually monitors the 
movement of the Rand against the 
Dollar and takes expert advice from its 
bankers in this regard. It is the Group’s 
policy to hedge a portion of future 
diamond sales when weakness in the 
Rand indicates it appropriate. Such 
contracts are generally short term 
in nature. 

Significant ZAR/US$ volatility resulted in active currency management, 
including hedging activities, being particularly important to address 
exchange rate risks. The Company took advice from two specialist 
banks with regards to its exchange rate strategy. 

The unprecedented depreciation of the Rand witnessed during FY 2016 
led to US$20.7 million realised losses on FX contracts. However, the 
resultant positive impact of the weaker Rand on cash inflows to 
South Africa from diamond sales to cover operational and capital 
expenditure more than off-set these realised hedging losses when 
measured against the budgeted USD:ZAR rate.

The potential downgrade of South Africa’s risk rating to ‘junk status’ 
could lead to further currency volatility and the situation is being 
monitored by management.

Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors

Financial Review 
– pages 26 to 29

Note 8 to 
the Financial 
Statements 
– page 115

Country 
and political

Long term

 

Petra’s operations are predominantly 
based in South Africa, with lesser exposure 
to Tanzania and Botswana. Emerging 
market economies are generally subject 
to greater risks, including legal, regulatory, 
tax, economic and political risks, and are 
potentially subject to rapid change. 

The Petra team is highly experienced at 
operating in Africa. Petra routinely monitors 
political and regulatory developments 
in its countries of operation at both 
regional and local level. The Company 
keeps abreast of all key legal and 
regulatory developments.

In South Africa, high profile political activity may impact on the mining 
industry, including proposed changes to the Mining Charter. Petra is a 
member of the Chamber of Mines and can thereby actively provide 
feedback on regulatory processes via this lobby group.

Increased pressures from host communities in South Africa were noted 
during the Year, mainly related to the delivery of public services. In 
Kimberley, a rapid increase of instances of illegal mining by artisanal 
miners was witnessed. These matters are being managed as part 
of Petra’s stakeholder engagement processes.

In Tanzania, a new president, John Magufuli, was elected further to the 
country’s general election in October 2015, and this is considered to 
have had a favourable impact on the investment climate for the country.

Production; 
Local 
employment; 
CSI expenditure

Executive 
Directors;  
HSSE 
Committee

Community 
Engagement 
– page 50

Access to energy

Long term

 

South Africa and Tanzania both face 
power supply constraints, but the issue 
is more acute in South Africa where the 
challenges facing the state electricity 
provider, Eskom, have been well publicised. 
Eskom’s approach is to consult with industry 
before implementing load curtailment, 
with advanced notice giving customers 
time to react appropriately. Eskom 
energy saving requirements are staged 
from 1 to 4 according to their severity. 

Managing energy usage is an operational 
necessity, given the benefits to the 
operations of managed and optimised 
power planning and usage (especially 
while load shedding is a risk in South 
Africa), an environmental prerogative 
in order to combat climate change, as 
well as a financial objective, given rising 
electricity prices. Petra therefore aims to 
reduce energy consumption and increase 
energy efficiency wherever possible.

The power supply constraints experienced in South Africa in FY 2015 
improved in FY 2016, with only limited requests from Eskom for load 
curtailment. The Company is also now better able to manage the 
disruption of such requests due to having back-up generator capacity 
at all the South Africa operations, which can cater for a 10% load 
reduction if required. 

In Tanzania, the Company has back up power which can supply 100% of 
the mine’s requirements in the event of an outage. There was therefore 
no material impact on production due to energy constraints in FY 2016.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability; 
Energy usage; 
Carbon 
emissions

Executive 
Directors;  
HSSE 
Committee

Environmental 
Management 
– page 49

Output ResponsibilityRecoveries Efficiencies

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
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Identifying, managing and mitigating risk continued

Risk
Risk change 
in FY 2016 Description and impact Mitigation FY 2016 risk developments and management KPIs

Director/
Committee
responsibility Read more

External risks continued

Access to water

Long term

 

n/a
(New)

South Africa experienced severe drought 
conditions during the rainfall season 
(October to April) in FY 2016 and there 
continues to be water scarcity issues 
in the country.

Managing the effective use of water, 
including the recirculation and reuse 
thereof, remains a priority for Petra. 

During FY 2016, South Africa experienced the worst drought in 30 years. 
While Petra’s operations were not materially impacted, the communities 
surrounding Kimberley and Koffiefontein were particularly exposed to 
the resultant water scarcity. Prolonged drought conditions may cause 
unplanned downtime and production cut-backs and Petra is actively 
managing its use of water at the operations.

In Tanzania, Williamson has by agreement with the Government of 
Tanzania secured access to water following the commissioning during 
FY 2016 of a pipeline supplying potable water from Lake Victoria 
to the district in which the mine operates.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability; 
Water usage

Executive 
Directors; HSSE 
Committee

Environmental 
Management 
– page 49

Synthetic 
diamonds

Long term

Man-made or ‘synthetic’ diamonds have 
been available for many years, but to 
date have predominantly been used 
to manufacture smaller diamonds for 
industrial purposes. Technological 
advancements mean that gem quality 
synthetics are now more widely available 
but they are still estimated to represent 
less than 1% of world diamond supply1.

1.  Source: Morgan Stanley Research estimates – Global Diamonds; 
Insight: Game of Stones – Lab vs Pipe – 18 July 2016.

As technology advances it is likely that 
a larger market for the use of synthetic 
diamonds in jewellery will develop; however, 
the Company expects this to be a secondary 
market segment, with natural diamonds 
remaining the premium product. Synthetic 
diamonds are required to be certified as 
such, a key industry control which is essential 
to maintaining consumer confidence.

The Company continues to monitor industry developments with 
regards to the production of synthetic diamonds. Disclosure and 
detection remain key, and equipment exists which can detect 
synthetics with 100% accuracy. 

The DPA is tasked with helping consumers to understand the 
significant value differential between natural and laboratory-
produced diamonds. 

Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors

n/a

Operational risks

Safety

Long term

 

Ensuring the safety of all Petra people 
is the Group’s number one priority. 
Poor safety performance can also lead 
to temporary mine closures, thereby 
impacting production results. 

Underground cave mining (both block 
cave and sub level cave) is inherently a safe 
and highly mechanised mining process. 
However, as with all heavy industries, 
accidents can occur so embedding a 
culture of strict procedures and safety 
awareness is key.

Petra is highly focused on managing its 
safety performance and follows a risk-based 
approach which entails continual hazard 
identification, risk assessment and instilling 
safety awareness into the workplace 
culture. HSSE targets are explicitly included 
as part of Petra’s annual bonus framework. 

Petra’s overall safety performance in terms of its LTIFR remained stable.

Regrettably, a fatality was recorded in July 2015 further to an 
accident in the tailings treatment facility at Cullinan. Post Year end, 
Williamson recorded a fatal accident in August 2016 after an employee 
was electrocuted whilst performing routine maintenance work on an 
overhead power line and Cullinan recorded a fatality in September 2016 
further to an accident whilst shaft maintenance work was being 
carried out. 

One fatality is one too many and the Company continues to strive 
for a zero harm workplace.

Production; 
LTIFR; FIFR

HSSE 
Committee; 
Remuneration 
Committee

Safety –  
page 47

Directors’ 
Remuneration 
Report –  
page 84

Mining and 
production

Long term

The mining of diamonds from kimberlite 
deposits involves an intrinsic degree of risk 
from various factors, including geological, 
geotechnical and seismic factors, industrial 
and mechanical accidents, unscheduled 
plant shutdowns, technical failures, ground 
or water conditions and inclement or 
hazardous weather conditions.

All of Petra’s kimberlite operations have 
long histories of production and therefore 
the geology and economics of each mine 
are well understood. Petra’s work to 
expand the lives of its assets is classed 
as ‘brownfields’ expansions, meaning 
that the knowledge of the deposits 
allows management to eliminate much 
of the risk associated with developing 
a new diamond mine. 

The Group’s management team is 
comprised of key personnel with a 
substantial and specialist knowledge of 
kimberlite mining and diamond recovery, 
and this skills base enables the Company 
to manage mining and production risks.

FY 2016 remained challenging operationally due to the heavy reliance on 
the mature/diluted mining blocks for the majority of the Year. 

There also continued to be challenges related to handling high volumes 
of high density development waste rock at Cullinan, which have had to 
be processed through the main treatment plant and, as a result, impacted 
ROM grades negatively, as well as unforeseen delays to the ramp-up 
of the new SLC production area at Koffiefontein. 

Initial production from newly commissioned mining areas established 
through the ongoing roll-out of the Group’s expansion programmes were 
delivered towards the end of the Year.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors

Operational 
Review –  
pages 30 to 41

Output ResponsibilityRecoveries Efficiencies

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
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Identifying, managing and mitigating risk continued

Risk
Risk change 
in FY 2016 Description and impact Mitigation FY 2016 risk developments and management KPIs

Director/
Committee
responsibility Read more

External risks continued

Access to water

Long term

 

n/a
(New)

South Africa experienced severe drought 
conditions during the rainfall season 
(October to April) in FY 2016 and there 
continues to be water scarcity issues 
in the country.

Managing the effective use of water, 
including the recirculation and reuse 
thereof, remains a priority for Petra. 

During FY 2016, South Africa experienced the worst drought in 30 years. 
While Petra’s operations were not materially impacted, the communities 
surrounding Kimberley and Koffiefontein were particularly exposed to 
the resultant water scarcity. Prolonged drought conditions may cause 
unplanned downtime and production cut-backs and Petra is actively 
managing its use of water at the operations.

In Tanzania, Williamson has by agreement with the Government of 
Tanzania secured access to water following the commissioning during 
FY 2016 of a pipeline supplying potable water from Lake Victoria 
to the district in which the mine operates.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability; 
Water usage

Executive 
Directors; HSSE 
Committee

Environmental 
Management 
– page 49

Synthetic 
diamonds

Long term

Man-made or ‘synthetic’ diamonds have 
been available for many years, but to 
date have predominantly been used 
to manufacture smaller diamonds for 
industrial purposes. Technological 
advancements mean that gem quality 
synthetics are now more widely available 
but they are still estimated to represent 
less than 1% of world diamond supply1.

1.  Source: Morgan Stanley Research estimates – Global Diamonds; 
Insight: Game of Stones – Lab vs Pipe – 18 July 2016.

As technology advances it is likely that 
a larger market for the use of synthetic 
diamonds in jewellery will develop; however, 
the Company expects this to be a secondary 
market segment, with natural diamonds 
remaining the premium product. Synthetic 
diamonds are required to be certified as 
such, a key industry control which is essential 
to maintaining consumer confidence.

The Company continues to monitor industry developments with 
regards to the production of synthetic diamonds. Disclosure and 
detection remain key, and equipment exists which can detect 
synthetics with 100% accuracy. 

The DPA is tasked with helping consumers to understand the 
significant value differential between natural and laboratory-
produced diamonds. 

Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors

n/a

Operational risks

Safety

Long term

 

Ensuring the safety of all Petra people 
is the Group’s number one priority. 
Poor safety performance can also lead 
to temporary mine closures, thereby 
impacting production results. 

Underground cave mining (both block 
cave and sub level cave) is inherently a safe 
and highly mechanised mining process. 
However, as with all heavy industries, 
accidents can occur so embedding a 
culture of strict procedures and safety 
awareness is key.

Petra is highly focused on managing its 
safety performance and follows a risk-based 
approach which entails continual hazard 
identification, risk assessment and instilling 
safety awareness into the workplace 
culture. HSSE targets are explicitly included 
as part of Petra’s annual bonus framework. 

Petra’s overall safety performance in terms of its LTIFR remained stable.

Regrettably, a fatality was recorded in July 2015 further to an 
accident in the tailings treatment facility at Cullinan. Post Year end, 
Williamson recorded a fatal accident in August 2016 after an employee 
was electrocuted whilst performing routine maintenance work on an 
overhead power line and Cullinan recorded a fatality in September 2016 
further to an accident whilst shaft maintenance work was being 
carried out. 

One fatality is one too many and the Company continues to strive 
for a zero harm workplace.

Production; 
LTIFR; FIFR

HSSE 
Committee; 
Remuneration 
Committee

Safety –  
page 47

Directors’ 
Remuneration 
Report –  
page 84

Mining and 
production

Long term

The mining of diamonds from kimberlite 
deposits involves an intrinsic degree of risk 
from various factors, including geological, 
geotechnical and seismic factors, industrial 
and mechanical accidents, unscheduled 
plant shutdowns, technical failures, ground 
or water conditions and inclement or 
hazardous weather conditions.

All of Petra’s kimberlite operations have 
long histories of production and therefore 
the geology and economics of each mine 
are well understood. Petra’s work to 
expand the lives of its assets is classed 
as ‘brownfields’ expansions, meaning 
that the knowledge of the deposits 
allows management to eliminate much 
of the risk associated with developing 
a new diamond mine. 

The Group’s management team is 
comprised of key personnel with a 
substantial and specialist knowledge of 
kimberlite mining and diamond recovery, 
and this skills base enables the Company 
to manage mining and production risks.

FY 2016 remained challenging operationally due to the heavy reliance on 
the mature/diluted mining blocks for the majority of the Year. 

There also continued to be challenges related to handling high volumes 
of high density development waste rock at Cullinan, which have had to 
be processed through the main treatment plant and, as a result, impacted 
ROM grades negatively, as well as unforeseen delays to the ramp-up 
of the new SLC production area at Koffiefontein. 

Initial production from newly commissioned mining areas established 
through the ongoing roll-out of the Group’s expansion programmes were 
delivered towards the end of the Year.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors

Operational 
Review –  
pages 30 to 41
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Risk
Risk change 
in FY 2016 Description and impact Mitigation FY 2016 risk developments and management KPIs

Director/
Committee
responsibility Read more

Operational risks continued

ROM grade 
and product 
mix volatility

Short term

 

At the Group’s underground mines, Petra 
is currently operating in ‘mature’ caves, 
meaning that the block of ore being 
mined has nearly been exhausted and 
that the area is nearing the end of its 
life. Once the majority of the kimberlite 
ore has been removed, waste rock is able 
to ingress into the production areas, 
thereby reducing the volume (grade) 
of diamonds recovered.

Petra’s development programmes are in 
the process of accessing new production 
areas in deeper areas of undiluted 
kimberlite. As the Group’s production 
profile starts shifting from diluted to 
undiluted ore, ROM grades are forecast 
to rise significantly and the typical 
product mix from each mine is also 
expected to remain consistent once 
only pure kimberlite (undiluted by 
waste material) is being mined.

Petra realised improvements in both ROM grades and product mix 
at Cullinan and Finsch, demonstrating that the Company’s initiatives 
to manage the transition from the old to the new mining areas are 
yielding positive results.

However, Petra expects ROM grade and product mix volatility 
to continue until H2 FY 2017 while the Company remains in this 
transitionary period, particularly at the Cullinan mine.

The Company’s initiative to incorporate milling technology into its 
processing plants at both Cullinan and Williamson is expected to 
improve liberation across all the diamond size and quality ranges, 
thereby leading to higher revenues at these operations.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors

Operational 
Review –  
pages 30 to 41

Expansion and 
project delivery

Medium term

Petra has set out a clear and transparent 
growth profile to increase annual production 
to circa 5.3 million carats by FY 2019. Actual 
production may vary from estimates of 
future production for a variety of reasons 
and it should be noted that long-term 
assumptions may be subject to change 
as the Company continually evaluates 
its projects to optimise efficiency 
and production profitability. 

The Group has established procedures to 
control, monitor and manage the roll-out 
of its development plans. Petra’s diversified 
portfolio of operating mines provides 
flexibility in terms of overall portfolio 
performance. Expansion project targets 
are explicitly included as part of Petra’s 
annual bonus framework and long-term 
share awards. 

Petra’s growth plan continued to progress well in FY 2016, with 
expansion at both flagship operations remaining materially on time, 
while the first phases of ground handling infrastructure and production 
areas were commissioned during the Year. The risk associated with 
delivery of the expansion programmes is lowered each year as they 
reach more advanced stages of delivery.

The Company announced in July 2016 that it would reach its previous 
longer-term target of circa 5 Mcts by FY 2018, a year earlier than expected.

Production; 
Revenue; Capex

Executive 
Directors; Audit 
Committee; 
Remuneration 
Committee

Operational 
Review – pages 
30 to 41

Report of the 
Audit Committee 
– pages 67 to 72

Directors’ 
Remuneration 
Report –  
pages 84 to 97

Labour relations

Short to 
medium term

 

The Group’s production, and to a lesser 
extent its project development activities, 
is dependent on a stable and productive 
labour workforce. Petra remains highly 
focused on managing labour relations 
and on maintaining open and effective 
communication channels with the 
appropriate employee and union 
representatives at its operations.

Petra remains focused on managing 
labour relations and on maintaining open 
and effective communication channels 
with its employees and the appropriate 
union representatives at its operations, 
as well as local communities.

In September 2015, Petra entered into a three-year wage agreement 
with the National Union of Mineworkers (“NUM”), which has helped to 
provide for a stable labour environment during this period. A key part 
of Petra’s labour relations strategy is the IPDET, which is one of the 
Company’s core BEE Partners and which receives annual advances 
in order to provide cash pay-outs for its beneficiaries (employees 
of the Group).

Further to the Group restructure completed in July 2016, the IPDET 
increased its shareholding across all operations to a consistent 12%, 
adding to the sustainability of the annual distributions.

Production; 
Local 
employment; 
Staff turnover

Executive 
Directors

Chief Executive 
Officer’s 
Statement 
– page 10 and 
Our People – 
page 48

Strategic risks

Financing

Medium term

 

Petra has a significant Capex programme 
over the years to FY 2019. The Company 
plans to continue to finance this Capex 
from operating cashflows and debt 
finance. Lack of adequate available 
cashflows as a result of reduction in 
operating cashflows and/or breaches 
in banking covenants could delay 
development work.

Whilst Management prepares detailed plans, 
actual Capex may differ from estimates. 
In order to mitigate this, Capex requires 
a tiered level of approval and variances 
to Capex plans are monitored on a timely 
basis. The Company closely monitors 
and manages its liquidity risk, including 
regularly reviewing its cashflow planning 
to ensure that Capex plans are adequately 
financed and regularly monitoring its position 
with regards to its covenant measurements.

Petra’s Capex for FY 2016 was well controlled and was in accordance 
with the overall future roll-out of the Group’s expansion programmes. 
Although a waiver to Petra’s debt facility covenants was required 
during the Year, Petra subsequently improved its financial flexibility 
by agreeing with its lender group a revision to the covenant 
measurements related to its debt facilities.

The Group remains fully financed to completion of its 
expansion programmes.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors; Audit 
Committee

Financial Review 
– pages 26 to 29

Output ResponsibilityRecoveries Efficiencies

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
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Identifying, managing and mitigating risk continued

Risk
Risk change 
in FY 2016 Description and impact Mitigation FY 2016 risk developments and management KPIs

Director/
Committee
responsibility Read more

Operational risks continued

ROM grade 
and product 
mix volatility

Short term

 

At the Group’s underground mines, Petra 
is currently operating in ‘mature’ caves, 
meaning that the block of ore being 
mined has nearly been exhausted and 
that the area is nearing the end of its 
life. Once the majority of the kimberlite 
ore has been removed, waste rock is able 
to ingress into the production areas, 
thereby reducing the volume (grade) 
of diamonds recovered.

Petra’s development programmes are in 
the process of accessing new production 
areas in deeper areas of undiluted 
kimberlite. As the Group’s production 
profile starts shifting from diluted to 
undiluted ore, ROM grades are forecast 
to rise significantly and the typical 
product mix from each mine is also 
expected to remain consistent once 
only pure kimberlite (undiluted by 
waste material) is being mined.

Petra realised improvements in both ROM grades and product mix 
at Cullinan and Finsch, demonstrating that the Company’s initiatives 
to manage the transition from the old to the new mining areas are 
yielding positive results.

However, Petra expects ROM grade and product mix volatility 
to continue until H2 FY 2017 while the Company remains in this 
transitionary period, particularly at the Cullinan mine.

The Company’s initiative to incorporate milling technology into its 
processing plants at both Cullinan and Williamson is expected to 
improve liberation across all the diamond size and quality ranges, 
thereby leading to higher revenues at these operations.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors

Operational 
Review –  
pages 30 to 41

Expansion and 
project delivery

Medium term

Petra has set out a clear and transparent 
growth profile to increase annual production 
to circa 5.3 million carats by FY 2019. Actual 
production may vary from estimates of 
future production for a variety of reasons 
and it should be noted that long-term 
assumptions may be subject to change 
as the Company continually evaluates 
its projects to optimise efficiency 
and production profitability. 

The Group has established procedures to 
control, monitor and manage the roll-out 
of its development plans. Petra’s diversified 
portfolio of operating mines provides 
flexibility in terms of overall portfolio 
performance. Expansion project targets 
are explicitly included as part of Petra’s 
annual bonus framework and long-term 
share awards. 

Petra’s growth plan continued to progress well in FY 2016, with 
expansion at both flagship operations remaining materially on time, 
while the first phases of ground handling infrastructure and production 
areas were commissioned during the Year. The risk associated with 
delivery of the expansion programmes is lowered each year as they 
reach more advanced stages of delivery.

The Company announced in July 2016 that it would reach its previous 
longer-term target of circa 5 Mcts by FY 2018, a year earlier than expected.

Production; 
Revenue; Capex

Executive 
Directors; Audit 
Committee; 
Remuneration 
Committee

Operational 
Review – pages 
30 to 41

Report of the 
Audit Committee 
– pages 67 to 72

Directors’ 
Remuneration 
Report –  
pages 84 to 97

Labour relations

Short to 
medium term

 

The Group’s production, and to a lesser 
extent its project development activities, 
is dependent on a stable and productive 
labour workforce. Petra remains highly 
focused on managing labour relations 
and on maintaining open and effective 
communication channels with the 
appropriate employee and union 
representatives at its operations.

Petra remains focused on managing 
labour relations and on maintaining open 
and effective communication channels 
with its employees and the appropriate 
union representatives at its operations, 
as well as local communities.

In September 2015, Petra entered into a three-year wage agreement 
with the National Union of Mineworkers (“NUM”), which has helped to 
provide for a stable labour environment during this period. A key part 
of Petra’s labour relations strategy is the IPDET, which is one of the 
Company’s core BEE Partners and which receives annual advances 
in order to provide cash pay-outs for its beneficiaries (employees 
of the Group).

Further to the Group restructure completed in July 2016, the IPDET 
increased its shareholding across all operations to a consistent 12%, 
adding to the sustainability of the annual distributions.

Production; 
Local 
employment; 
Staff turnover

Executive 
Directors

Chief Executive 
Officer’s 
Statement 
– page 10 and 
Our People – 
page 48

Strategic risks

Financing

Medium term

 

Petra has a significant Capex programme 
over the years to FY 2019. The Company 
plans to continue to finance this Capex 
from operating cashflows and debt 
finance. Lack of adequate available 
cashflows as a result of reduction in 
operating cashflows and/or breaches 
in banking covenants could delay 
development work.

Whilst Management prepares detailed plans, 
actual Capex may differ from estimates. 
In order to mitigate this, Capex requires 
a tiered level of approval and variances 
to Capex plans are monitored on a timely 
basis. The Company closely monitors 
and manages its liquidity risk, including 
regularly reviewing its cashflow planning 
to ensure that Capex plans are adequately 
financed and regularly monitoring its position 
with regards to its covenant measurements.

Petra’s Capex for FY 2016 was well controlled and was in accordance 
with the overall future roll-out of the Group’s expansion programmes. 
Although a waiver to Petra’s debt facility covenants was required 
during the Year, Petra subsequently improved its financial flexibility 
by agreeing with its lender group a revision to the covenant 
measurements related to its debt facilities.

The Group remains fully financed to completion of its 
expansion programmes.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability

Executive 
Directors; Audit 
Committee

Financial Review 
– pages 26 to 29
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Identifying, managing and mitigating risk continued

Risk
Risk change 
in FY 2016 Description and impact Mitigation FY 2016 risk developments and management KPIs

Director/
Committee
responsibility Read more

Strategic risks continued

Cost control and 
capital discipline

Long term

 

As is usual for the mining industry, 
Petra’s operations have a relatively high 
fixed-cost base, estimated to be circa 70%. 
Petra’s main cost inputs are labour and 
energy, both of which have been rising 
higher than the official inflation rates in 
South Africa and Tanzania. Ineffective 
cost control leads to reduced margins 
and profitability.

The Company’s strategy to access 
undiluted ore will lead to progressively 
higher diamond recoveries at both Finsch 
and Cullinan over the years to FY 2019, 
without having to increase the Group’s 
overall tonnage throughput. The Company’s 
expansion plans also include initiatives 
to streamline ore-handling and plant 
processes, thereby driving efficiencies.

Profit and cost measures form part 
of Petra’s annual bonus framework.

Operating costs and corporate overheads were well controlled in 
FY 2016 despite inflationary pressures. The Group continues to focus 
on energy efficiency wherever possible and overhead costs remain 
tightly controlled.

Due to the advanced nature of Petra’s expansion programmes, the 
Company has a higher level of certainty in terms of the remaining 
expenditure required to completion of the plans.

As the bulk of Petra’s operating and overhead costs are incurred 
in ZAR, the weakness in the exchange rate against the US$ had 
a positive effect on FY 2016 reported costs.

Profitability Executive 
Directors; 
Remuneration 
Committee

Financial Review 
– pages 26 to 29

Retention of 
key personnel

Long term

 

  

The successful achievement of the 
Group’s strategies, business plans and 
objectives depends upon its ability to 
attract and retain certain key personnel.

Petra believes that employees who are 
empowered and accountable for their 
actions work to the best of their ability 
and are able to fulfil their true potential.

Petra’s clear strategy and continued 
achievement of its objectives help to 
propagate a positive company culture, in 
which employees feel they can directly 
contribute to the Company’s success. The 
Group’s employment policies and terms 
are designed to attract, incentivise and 
retain individuals of the right calibre and 
its remuneration strategy is designed to 
reward management for delivery against 
the Company’s long-term objectives, as 
well as retain key management for the 
longer term.

The Group’s approach to retention of key personnel has proven 
successful throughout the duration of the expansion programmes. 

Ongoing succession planning and development of future managers 
are continually assessed to ensure future skills availability.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability; 
Staff turnover

Remuneration 
Committee

Directors’ 
Remuneration 
Report –  
pages 84 to 97

Our People –  
page 48

Licence 
to operate

Long term

 

In order to maintain its exploration or 
mining licences, Petra must comply with 
stringent legislation to justify its licence 
to operate. Failure to comply with relevant 
legislation in South Africa, Tanzania or 
Botswana could lead to delays or suspension 
of its mining and exploration activities.

Petra’s approach is to go ‘beyond 
compliance’ in terms of meeting its 
health and safety, social, environmental 
and local community obligations, by 
adopting a holistic approach with the 
true long-term sustainability of each 
operation in mind.

The Company also continually stays 
abreast of developments and changes 
in the laws and regulations of all of the 
countries in which it operates, and has 
systems to ensure it meets all the 
requirements of its mining rights 
and related matters.

Petra continued to comply in all material aspects with all relevant laws 
and regulations in the countries in which it operates. 

As mentioned in ‘Country and political’ on page 74, the Chamber of Mines 
(of which Petra is a member) is currently consulting with the DMR with 
regards to potential changes to the Mining Charter in South Africa.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability; all 
HSSE indicators

Executive 
Directors;  
Audit 
Committee; 
HSSE 
Committee

Sustainability –  
pages 44 to 51
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Identifying, managing and mitigating risk continued

Risk
Risk change 
in FY 2016 Description and impact Mitigation FY 2016 risk developments and management KPIs

Director/
Committee
responsibility Read more

Strategic risks continued

Cost control and 
capital discipline

Long term

 

As is usual for the mining industry, 
Petra’s operations have a relatively high 
fixed-cost base, estimated to be circa 70%. 
Petra’s main cost inputs are labour and 
energy, both of which have been rising 
higher than the official inflation rates in 
South Africa and Tanzania. Ineffective 
cost control leads to reduced margins 
and profitability.

The Company’s strategy to access 
undiluted ore will lead to progressively 
higher diamond recoveries at both Finsch 
and Cullinan over the years to FY 2019, 
without having to increase the Group’s 
overall tonnage throughput. The Company’s 
expansion plans also include initiatives 
to streamline ore-handling and plant 
processes, thereby driving efficiencies.

Profit and cost measures form part 
of Petra’s annual bonus framework.

Operating costs and corporate overheads were well controlled in 
FY 2016 despite inflationary pressures. The Group continues to focus 
on energy efficiency wherever possible and overhead costs remain 
tightly controlled.

Due to the advanced nature of Petra’s expansion programmes, the 
Company has a higher level of certainty in terms of the remaining 
expenditure required to completion of the plans.

As the bulk of Petra’s operating and overhead costs are incurred 
in ZAR, the weakness in the exchange rate against the US$ had 
a positive effect on FY 2016 reported costs.

Profitability Executive 
Directors; 
Remuneration 
Committee

Financial Review 
– pages 26 to 29

Retention of 
key personnel

Long term

 

  

The successful achievement of the 
Group’s strategies, business plans and 
objectives depends upon its ability to 
attract and retain certain key personnel.

Petra believes that employees who are 
empowered and accountable for their 
actions work to the best of their ability 
and are able to fulfil their true potential.

Petra’s clear strategy and continued 
achievement of its objectives help to 
propagate a positive company culture, in 
which employees feel they can directly 
contribute to the Company’s success. The 
Group’s employment policies and terms 
are designed to attract, incentivise and 
retain individuals of the right calibre and 
its remuneration strategy is designed to 
reward management for delivery against 
the Company’s long-term objectives, as 
well as retain key management for the 
longer term.

The Group’s approach to retention of key personnel has proven 
successful throughout the duration of the expansion programmes. 

Ongoing succession planning and development of future managers 
are continually assessed to ensure future skills availability.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability; 
Staff turnover

Remuneration 
Committee

Directors’ 
Remuneration 
Report –  
pages 84 to 97

Our People –  
page 48

Licence 
to operate

Long term

 

In order to maintain its exploration or 
mining licences, Petra must comply with 
stringent legislation to justify its licence 
to operate. Failure to comply with relevant 
legislation in South Africa, Tanzania or 
Botswana could lead to delays or suspension 
of its mining and exploration activities.

Petra’s approach is to go ‘beyond 
compliance’ in terms of meeting its 
health and safety, social, environmental 
and local community obligations, by 
adopting a holistic approach with the 
true long-term sustainability of each 
operation in mind.

The Company also continually stays 
abreast of developments and changes 
in the laws and regulations of all of the 
countries in which it operates, and has 
systems to ensure it meets all the 
requirements of its mining rights 
and related matters.

Petra continued to comply in all material aspects with all relevant laws 
and regulations in the countries in which it operates. 

As mentioned in ‘Country and political’ on page 74, the Chamber of Mines 
(of which Petra is a member) is currently consulting with the DMR with 
regards to potential changes to the Mining Charter in South Africa.

Production; 
Revenue; 
Profitability; all 
HSSE indicators

Executive 
Directors;  
Audit 
Committee; 
HSSE 
Committee

Sustainability –  
pages 44 to 51




